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QU A L I T Y O F EX P E R I E N C E A N D QU A L I T Y O F PR I VAC Y PR O V I S I O N S I N

EM E R G I N G MO B I L E NE T W O R K S

INTRODUCTION
A smart space is a physical space equipped with
sensors, actuators, and pervasive devices. It
allows proactive service leveraging information
and communication technologies to be provided
in order to meet users’ computing needs accord-
ing to context information [1]. Smart space
design has gained intensive attention in academia
and industry; a detailed survey for smart space
can be found in [2]. Smart space design involves
various research issues; quality of experience
(QoE) of smart space is a critical issue that sig-
nificantly affects the future design of smart
space.

QoE of smart space refers to the factor of
human impact on design and is associated with
user perception, experience, and expectations of
application and network performance [3]. Unfor-
tunately, most existing research [4, 5] is aimed at
securing applications and developing specific
application functions. Few current investigations
in the design of smart space consider the user
QoE, which poses various challenges. First, sen-
sors, actuators, and routers are installed in

improper places, which results in poor user expe-
rience in the design solution of smart space. Sec-
ond, high energy consumption may increase user
power cost, which also lowers user experience.
Third, users’ expectations of QoS are also signif-
icant, so they should be seriously considered
(e.g., price, latency, and availability). 

To address the challenges, we propose a sys-
tematic design methodology for augmenting
smart space design. Leveraging an intermediate
representation model (IRM), we can achieve
nearly optimal QoE design for a given platform
library (the set of reusable computing compo-
nents) and constraints. The design is a mapping
process from user defined specification to under-
lying architectures. Multiple QoE criteria are
considered in the design procedure, including
locality satisfaction, energy satisfaction, QoS sat-
isfaction, and human-computer interaction
(HCI) satisfaction.

THE SYSTEMATIC DESIGN METHODOLOGY

Our design methodology is motivated by plat-
form-based design [6], which advocates that the
design process can be abstracted as the explo-
ration in the design space with given constraints.
As Fig. 1 shows, in our design framework, initial-
ly, the space specification is captured by the
IRM; then the software defined specification is
mapped into the design platform of smart space
leveraging the IRM. Essentially, the mapping
process can be abstracted as the multi-objective
combinatorial optimization (MOCO) problems
to be solved. Also, the IRM can formally repre-
sent the smart space flow relations with control
flow and corresponding physical flow, data flow,
and human flow. The design platform of smart
space consists of multiple platform libraries, and
we also take the space model and constraints
into consideration. Hence, the mapping is fur-
ther interpreted as constrained optimization
problems, where they encompass object place-
ment, system synthesis, and HCI synthesis.

The object placement achieves space objects
allocation including physical objects and cyber
objects to guarantee user maximal locality satis-
faction. The system synthesis dynamically
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ABSTRACT
Smart space is gaining popularity in academia

and industry due to its deep influence on
humans, computers, and physical objects. How-
ever, quality of experience has attracted less
attention in the design of smart space, which
results in poor user satisfaction in actual design
solutions. In this article, we propose a systematic
method for augmenting smart space design,
which allows the refinement of high-level user
needs into the underlying design solution by
leveraging an intermediate representation model,
meeting nearly optimal user satisfaction includ-
ing locality satisfaction, energy consumption sat-
isfaction, QoS satisfaction, and human computer
interaction satisfaction. Also, we present the
design platform of smart space, which achieves
the design flow combined with the space model
and platform library. Finally, we use a home
health care application to demonstrate the effec-
tiveness and feasibility of our methodology.

A SYSTEMATIC METHODOLOGY FOR AUGMENTING
QUALITY OF EXPERIENCE IN SMART SPACE DESIGN
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explores the computation and communication
resources, meanwhile ensuring maximum energy
and QoS satisfaction. The HCI synthesis involves
maximizing human satisfaction at the HCI inter-
face design. Eventually, we can attain a set of
design solutions by solving the optimization
problems. However, the solution set probably
cannot satisfy the users’ QoE needs, but the
solution process allows continued iterations to
yield the solution. The final output includes
smart space object locations or layout, system
configuration incorporating selected computing
platforms, and network solution. Also, user satis-
faction values are also illustrated for these gen-
erated solutions. 

SPACE SPECIFICATION
Space specification is a high-level language that
gives a unified description of humans, comput-
ers, and physical objects within a smart space. A
specification language usually should incorporate
the description of structure and behavior.

Regarding the structure, the objects in a
smart space are divided into human actor, cyber
actor, and physical object, respectively. The
human actor involves human objects in a smart
space. Typically, the human actor is able to send
and receive messages leveraging the HCI inter-
face. For example, individuals can interact with
the environment via a text, haptic, acoustic, or
visual manner. Each human actor is character-
ized by an identity and an HCI interface. The
cyber actor is partitioned into sensor, actuator,
and computation node. Each cyber actor owns
an input interface and an output interface. The

physical objects illustrate the objects in the phys-
ical environment, where they are sensed or con-
trolled by cyber actors. Accordingly, each defined
physical actor associates with a cyber actor. The
above basically defines the language’s structure.
Furthermore, we describe the behavior of the
language. We utilize the predefined state and
event to specify the behavior within a smart
space. The behavior interaction among humans,
computers, and physical objects can be abstract-
ed as the state transition and event trigger.

Specifically, we extend the language in [7],
which is a compiler for smart space. However, it
merely gives the definition of cyber part. A
smart space should holistically consider humans,
computers, and physical objects. Therefore, we
take the three classes of objects as a whole; the
event trigger in a smart space is closely related
to the state transition of the three types of
objects. 

THE INTERMEDIATE REPRESENTATION MODEL
The space specification is merely a coarse-
grained description of smart space needs. Fur-
thermore, we need to transform it into an
underlying architecture. To model smart space,
there are three critical issues that need to be
focused. The first is how to effectively specify
the state transition and event trigger among the
three classes of objects in the space specification.
The second is how to capture their relations with
a unified and consistent model. The third is that
the model should be expressive enough and be
able to adapt to the mapping needs of the bot-
tom platform. To address these tricky problems,
as Fig. 1 demonstrates, we present a flow-based
model that allows the formal capture of the rela-
tions among human actor, cyber actor, and phys-
ical object. Also, it consists of control flow,
physical flow, data flow, and human flow.

The flow-based model, in essence, is based on
graph theory and Petri net [8, 9]. The former is
used to model the cyber-physical, cyber-cyber,
and cyber-human relationships, typically corre-
sponding to physical flow, data flow, and human
flow, respectively. The latter, associated with
control flow, is applied to capture the state and
event defined by the space specification.

We define that physical flow, data flow, and
human flow are directed acyclic graphs. The
physical flow shows that each physical object in a
smart space associates with a cyber actor, indi-
cating that the physical object is able to be
sensed or actuated by cyber actors (sensors,
actuators, or computation nodes). The data flow
serves to model the messages sent between cyber
actors. Here, they can be seen as processing ele-
ments, which cope with input messages and yield
output messages. According to the data flow, we
can automatically allocate the computing and
network resources to satisfy the application
needs of a smart space combined with specific
design constraints. The human flow depicts the
interaction between human and cyber actors.
Furthermore, the HCI interface is able to be
determined leveraging the human flow.

To model the state and event of the specifica-
tion, we employ Petri net [8] as the representa-
tion of control flow that allows the concurrent
nature of smart space applications to be effec-

Figure 1. The design framework for smart space. Initially, the space specifi-
cation is defined according to the application needs. Subsequently, an
IRM captures the specification, exhibited by the control flow that corre-
sponds with data flow, physical flow, and human flow. Furthermore, the
specification is mapped into the design platform of smart space leveraging
the IRM, jointly with space model and constraints. Eventually, the design
solution exploration process is iterated until it satisfies the QoE needs of
users.
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tively captured. In actual applications, Petri net
typically uses place to denote the state and tran-
sition to indicate the event, and the directed
edge to express their relations [9]. Also, Petri
net provides a mathematical approach to analyze
the system behavior and performance, thus
paving the way for our design optimization. To
relate the three classes of flows, each place in
Petri net associates with an arc at the physical
flow, data flow, or human flow. In other words,
the interaction between the cyber actor, human
actor, and physical object is controlled via Petri
net or control flow. 

DESIGN PLATFORM OF SMART SPACE
The platform concept has been emerging for
some years. Nonetheless, the definition of a plat-
form is usually determined or interpreted
depending on the application domain (e.g., soft-
ware design, embedded system design). Howev-
er, few existing works adopt the platform-based
approach to conduct the design of smart space.
We define the design platform of smart space as
an extensible, resilient, and reliable infra-
structure that allows the software-defined space
specification to be defined into underlying archi-
tecture. The platform consists of a platform
library, design constraints, and a space model.
The design process is the exploration of the plat-
form library according to given constraints. Con-
cretely, the mapping from the specification to
the platform is to deposit the function in the
device platform while meeting the given perfor-
mance criteria, such as cost, energy consump-
tion, and user preference. Otherwise, the space
model serves as the object placement model
within smart space, which largely influences the
design performance (e.g., user location prefer-
ence, communication energy consumption, and
device installation cost).

Platform Library: The platform library encompasses
various types of libraries. Here, we define the
computation library and communication library.
The computation library includes multiple com-
putation platforms in particular, the perfor-
mance requirements of the application
determine whether the function defined in the
specification is implemented via software or
hardware. For example, the software implemen-
tation characterizes with generality but high
energy consumption, while hardware, such as
field programmagle gate arrays (FPGAs) and
application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) is
more energy-efficient but has higher develop-
ment cost. The communication library is made
up of the network technology and communica-
tion devices (Bluetooth, Zigbee, WiFi, etc.). All
of them are described by the price, energy con-
sumption parameter, or other user defined
parameters.

Constraints: We use a variety of design constraints
to assist the exploration of the design space. In a
real application scenario, more complex applica-
tions need stronger constraints. For our smart
space design, there are multiple aspects of con-
straints. For instance, a computation task
requires memory, longer execution time, net-
work energy consumption, and delay and QoS

needs. Besides, the space’s geometry constrains
the device and object placement. Users them-
selves can also define constraints according to
design needs. 

Space Model: Not only is designing smart space
related to computational devices and communi-
cation networks, but the space model also needs
to be investigated. The space model [10] can be
classified into two classes: physical-location-
based and symbolic-location-based. The former
uses the geometry coordinates to denote the
object location, represented as longitude, lati-
tude, and height. Specifically, the distance of two
objects can be attained by calculating their
Euclidean distance. The symbolic location model
depicts the object model with abstract symbols.
The symbolic-based space model can be divided
into graph-based, set-based, hierarchy-based,
and so on. The symbolic model is appropriate
for humans to read, but cannot calculate the dis-
tance directly. In our design methodology, we
combine them to solve the space location alloca-
tion problem. In high-level software defined
specification, we use the symbolic model to
express object location together with the graph-
based model. The object location will be further
refined into specific space coordinates at the
design platform. We take the object’s physical
location as a set of discrete location spaces.
However, even though the real space is succes-
sive, in the actual application scenario there is
only limited location space that can be adopted
due to the physical geometry constraints or user
interaction comfort needs. Therefore, the object
placement problem in smart space can be
abstracted as an exploration problem in the lim-
ited location space via calculating their
Euclidean distance. Technically, the exploited
evaluation object can be user locality satisfaction
or user defined function. 

DESIGN FLOW
The design flow can also be called the mapping
process from the software defined specification
to our design platform. Basically, it refers to
multiple design decision problems. Specifically,
leveraging the IRM, we can accomplish the
design performance estimation of smart space,
including design cost, energy consumption, QoS,
and so on. Subsequently, their user satisfaction
value can be attained according to our defined
satisfaction function. Therefore, we join the
design decisions into combinatorial optimization
problems. The design decisions of smart space
need to focus on three aspects: object place-
ment, system synthesis, and HCI synthesis.
Object placement is to optimize object locality
satisfaction; system synthesis is to optimize the
energy and QoS satisfaction in computation and
network devices according to the design needs of
application; and HCI synthesis is to optimize the
QoE in HCI interface. 

Object Placement: Object placement aims to deposit
objects defined in the specification in the physi-
cal space. As a matter of fact, the objects are
physical objects and cyber actors. In the actual
application, our candidate location set is the dis-
crete location space, which is represented by the

The flow-based model,
in essence, is based on
graph theory and Petri
net [8, 9]. The former

is used to model the
cyber-physical, cyber-

cyber, and cyber-human
relationships, typically

corresponding to physi-
cal flow, data flow, and
human flow, respective-
ly. The latter, associated

with control flow, is
applied to capture the

state and event defined
by the space specifica-

tion.
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coordinates (longitude, latitude, height). Accord-
ing to the approach in [11], we define the locali-
ty satisfaction, which is a function of user
comfortable interaction zone Zc, location of user
Lu, and location of object location Lo, as follows: 

(1)

Hence, for the object set O in the specification,
the object placement is eventually abstracted as
the combinatorial optimization problem. Locali-
ty satisfaction LS is defined as

(2)

We solve the maximum Eq. 2, which can be
solved by an available optimization tool such as
SAT4J [12]. Hence, we can get each object loca-
tion in physical space. 

System Synthesis: Depending on the software-
defined specification, system synthesis conducts
the computation and communication resource
allocation to enhance user experience on QoS
and energy consumption. Technically, system
synthesis consists of computation synthesis and
communication synthesis. To address the archi-
tecture design, the computation synthesis choos-
es appropriate software or hardware platform
from our design platform of smart space to
enable the task defined in the specification. The
communication synthesis automatically yields a
network to satisfy the task distributed communi-
cation at a given QoS.

Here, we proceed with the computation syn-
thesis leveraging the IRM, which allows us to
perform system-level estimation of the cost and
energy consumption for space specification.
Hence, the evaluation object function is user
energy satisfaction with the decision selection of
computation synthesis, which can be computed
via our proposed graph-based model. Each actor
in the specification is associated with the compu-
tation platform in the platform library. For
smart space application, there are a wide range
of system platforms that can be used to develop
the function component. However, they differ in
cost and energy consumption or other perfor-
mance parameters. Essentially, computation syn-
thesis seeks the trade-off between them. For
example, for signal processing or complicated
mathematical operation, a digital signal proces-
sor (DSP) or FPGA is more energy-efficient.
However, for complex algorithm, the general-
purpose processors or software implementations
are more cost-effective.

Due to the distributed nature of smart space,
we need suitable network technology to support
the communication between tasks. To satisfy the
experience in energy and QoS requirements,
similarly, we also utilize the IRM to capture the
communication needs of smart space. Accord-
ingly, the communication synthesis can be a
MOCO problem. Besides, the protocol, topolo-
gy, and routing are the decision variables deter-
mined by our communication synthesis. Multiple
wireless (Bluetooth, Zigbee, WiFi, etc.) or wired

(Ethernet, ARCnet, etc.) network protocol
stacks can be used to synthesize the network.
The topology can be star-based, ring-based, tree-
based, or mesh-based, depending on the specific
application. Also, the objects (sensors, actuators,
computation nodes) in smart space usually do
not have routing capacities. Hence, routers are
allocated into the space to assist with data for-
warding. The numbers, locations, and types of
routers are decision variables determined by the
communication synthesis results.

Hence, energy satisfaction needs to take com-
putation and communication energy jointly into
account, which can be calculated according to
the proposed IRM. We define the energy satis-
faction as follows: 

(3)

where Eu denotes the user expectation to the
generated solution, Es denotes the energy con-
sumption of the generated solution (computa-
tion and communication), Eavg is the mean value
of multiple users’ expectation energy, and s is
the standard deviation of energy consumption.
Furthermore, various QoS parameters can be
considered as constraints added in computation
and communication synthesis. Assume that QoS
has N dimensions. Each dimension could be
price, availability, latency, and so on. The QoS
satisfaction of solution s is defined as

(4)

where fi is the user satisfaction of the ith dimen-
sion of QoS, and wi is the weight coefficient.

HCI Synthesis: HCI synthesis exhibits the human
preference for interaction manner. Diverse users
differ in their interaction preference for HCI.
For example, the disabled possibly favor voice or
visual interaction; youngsters pursue a haptic
manner; and conventional offices are more
inclined to use texts. HCI synthesis is to ensure
the maximum user satisfaction; that is, a user
preference value as an evaluation object enables
the design decisions, which can be the HCI man-
ner, device manufacturer, and so on. To qualify
the user preference, we use the model in [13].
The HCI preference value is grouped into eight
important levels. Each level denotes the user sat-
isfaction for the decision, and its importance
level is a value ranging from –1 to 1. In real
application, we collect user preferences through
a GUI, and subsequently the answers of users
can be automatically mapped into a software-
defined specification.

Evaluation Object: Based on design flow, we take
locality satisfaction, energy satisfaction, QoS sat-
isfaction, and HCI satisfaction as the evaluation
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Due to the distributed
nature of smart space,
we need suitable net-
work technology to sup-
port the communication
between tasks. To satis-
fy the experience in
energy and QoS require-
ments, similarly, we also
utilize the IRM to cap-
ture the communication
needs of smart space.
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object of user QoE. For simplicity, locality satis-
faction can be considered as an independent
step to be optimized. Moreover, energy satisfac-
tion Es, QoS satisfaction Qs, and HCI satisfac-
tion Hs are defined as a triple-objective
combinatorial optimization problem. In actual
application, QoS parameters can include sub-
stantial performance criteria. To simplify the
complexity of optimization, they can be seen as
constraints added in the optimization procedure.
The triple-objective optimization problem can be
denoted as max{Es, Qs, Hs}, where the value of
energy satisfaction and QoS satisfaction can be
calculated according to Eqs. 3 and 4, while HCI
satisfaction can be calculated leveraging the
approach above. 

CASE STUDY
To demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness
of the proposed methodology, we employ home
health care as a case to examine. Home health
care is a promising application in smart space,
which allows assisting in the daily life of the elder-
ly. A typical application of home health care is
fall detection [14], which provides automatic fall
detection for the elderly by cameras and compu-
tation nodes, and then sends alarms via actuators.
We assume that an aging person lives in a house
as shown in Fig. 2, where the house covers 9 m ×
14 m. The house comprises a kitchen, a bedroom,
a living room, and a corridor. To accomplish
home health care, a variety of cameras, alerters,
actuators, and distributed computation nodes
should be allocated in the smart space.

Typically, the computing tasks of the fall
detection application defined in the specification
have five aspects:
1. Segmentation (PE1): This task preprocesses

the image data sampled from the synchronous
cameras, and to attain the foreground region.

2. Tracking (PE2): This task tracks the objects
in the scene, and marks them as human and
non-human.

3. Feature extraction and head tracking (PE3):
For each object that is not marked as non-
human, its direction features and variance
ratio are captured according to the views of a

video sensor. Subsequently, the head position
can be tracked based on skin color.

4. Fall detection (PE4): Relying on the feature
extraction from step 3, a fall detection algo-
rithm is capable of enabling judgement of the
fall.

5. Control task (PE5): The control node sends
the affirmation to the user, and if the user
does not respond or times out, a control com-
mand is sent to the actuators to send an alarm
or call an emergency number.
According to our design approach, the candi-

date location set is illustrated in Fig. 2, which is
given by the design platform of smart space.
First, the object placement is performed. We
solve the location preference optimization prob-
lem based on SAT4J [12] and get the maximum
locality satisfaction, 8.0. Cameras, alerters, and
computation nodes are deposited into the candi-
date location set, as depicted in Fig. 3b. Each
node is indexed with a number, denoting the
actor index in Fig. 3a.

Figure 2. Floor plan of a smart home. Black dots denote the candidate posi-
tion set of routers, while white dots represent the candidate position set of
physical objects and cyber actors.
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Figure 3. The result of object placement: a) the corresponding index for actors; b) the result of object placement from Fig. 2. The
red dots are cameras, the green dots are alerters, the orange dots are computation nodes, and the black dots are wireless routers.
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Second, for the system synthesis, we employ
Xilinx Spartan 6, Actel IGLOO2, Altera Cyclone
III, ARM Cortex-A5, LPC4350, and MPC5125 as
the candidate computation platform, where their
performance parameters on energy consumption
and price can be gained from their product data
sheet. For communication synthesis, to keep sim-
plicity, we take IEEE 802.11a as an example to
investigate the communication synthesis. The
topology is based on a cluster tree, and we take
the design price as the main QoS evaluation, and
the rest of the QoS parameters (latency, band-

width, deadline, etc.) are used as constraints
added into the optimization. Furthermore, a can-
didate router location as demonstrated in Fig. 3b
is marked with symbol r. The numbers of routers
and location selection are determined by the
optimization results. Also, for HCI synthesis, we
consider four types of HCI interfaces: textual,
acoustic, visual, and hybrid interaction.

To proceed system synthesis and HCI synthe-
sis, we solve the MOCO problem with the
NSGA-II algorithm and the available MOEA
framework [15]. Configuration parameters are
set as follows:
• Population size = 2000
• Mutation probability = 0.000001
• Bit crossover probability = 0.9

In Fig. 4, the curved surface is the Pareto
front generated by our design algorithm, which
is plotted by 300 non-dominated solutions. In
particular, energy satisfaction, QoS satisfaction,
and HCI satisfaction are computed leveraging
the proposed IRM to perform the system-level
estimation. We indicate the energy consumption
as the power dissipation at the least common
cycle of the home health application. Cost is the
total price of enabling the home health care
application. User preference value is qualified by
the method in [13]. Theoretically, we transform
the maximum triple-objective optimization into a
dual problem to be solved.

To investigate our generated solution, we
select points A, B, and C in Fig. 4. The results are
indicated with a computation solution, a network
solution, and an HCI interface solution. For point
A, each computation actor in Fig. 3b corresponds
to a computation platform, demonstrated in Fig.
5a. Figure 5b illustrates the link state of the wire-
less network, which consists of the connections of
end devices and routers. The direction of the
arrows indicate that the nodes point to their par-
ent nodes. The communication solution is auto-
matically generated by exploration in design
space. Similarly, points B and C can also be
denoted in the same manner. Clearly, point A
favors much higher QoS satisfaction and energy

Figure 4. The final result of the design space exploration.The curved surface
denotes the Pareto front with Pareto optimal points. The points at the
upper side of the curved surface are dominated by the Pareto point on the
curved surface. Points A, B, and C are selected as the result solution for
comparison.
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satisfaction, but it has lower HCI satisfaction
embodied with the user HCI interface preference
value, while point B can enable higher energy sat-
isfaction and HCI satisfaction than A. However, it
is lower in QoS satisfaction. Point C has good
QoS satisfaction and HCI satisfaction, but has rel-
atively poor performance in energy satisfaction.
Actually, in the real scenario, users can further
choose the appropriate solution according to their
expectation range of these criteria.

CONCLUSION

The smart space design refers to multiple tech-
nology challenges for improving QoE. In this
article, we use a systematic approach to solve the
design problem of smart space. An automatic
design decision can be fulfilled leveraging our
proposed design approach. It also enables the
near optimization of various QoE criteria by
top-down refinement.
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